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KNEISSL








Innovative Handmade Skis from Austria








Born at the end of the 19th Century, Kneissl is one of the oldest, innovative and most respected ski manufacturers in the world. Handmade in Austria, our top-of-the-range skis have been leading the way in technological advances and performance for over 100 years. We focus on quality without compromise and have built up a huge following along the way. We utilise classic design and natural materials and have pioneered the most advanced woodcore in sandwich-technology available today. In addition to our range of market-leading skis, we are also on the cutting edge of bespoke, expertly designed ski equipment, tailor made for the most discerning customers.
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HISTORY OF INNOVATION










AUSTRIA’S OLDEST SKI BRAND








1900: The company hand builds its first skis in Kufstein

1919: Becomes a registered ski brand & begins mass production of White Star

1936: Kneissl’s Splitkein becomes the market leader

1960: Kneissl’s White Star becomes the 1st synthetic sandwich ski in the world

1991: The Company invents Bigfoot – the best-selling alpine ski ever

1992: The first carving ski is invented by Kneissl

2005: Glide technology – the first 6-edged ski – is introduced by the Company
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SKI PRODUCTS








NEW FROM KNEISSL FOR 2021/2022








White Star GS

The original, and definitive race ski. Provides pure adrenaline for expert skiers, delivering excellent ski control, direct power transmission, perfect edge grip… and tactile, reactive power in high speed performance.

Red Star RC

Kneissl’s powerful carving ski, fine-tuned for speed and offering world class control and performance on the piste.

Black Star XC

A cross-carver that delivers assertive handling, and allows you to perform convincingly on groomed slopes, spring snow and open terrain. Very forgiving and easy to control.
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Address
 Address:
 Kneissl Tirol GmbH, Perlmooserstraße 11, 6322 Kirchbichl

Phone: +43 5332 20802

Email: [email protected]

Website: www.kneissl.com
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accept Read More
Privacy & Cookies Policy
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. 
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Non-necessary







Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. 
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